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Military Rotorcraft Handling Qualities Specification 
• Wide range of rotorcraft missions 
required guidance on flight control 
design
• Army Aeronautical Design Standard, 
ADS-33, released in 1987
– Outlines handling qualities 
criteria/guidelines for flight control 
design
– Used by the US DoD and NATO 
governments for procurement
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Mission-Oriented Test and Evaluation Concept
• Evaluation tasks that encompass:
• Mission
• Operational environment
• Flight Envelope
• Flight Condition
• Rotorcraft status
• Verifies flight control system 
response type
• Assesses handling qualities 
with respect to specification 
criteria
• Evaluates ability to safely 
complete mission elements
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Scope Value
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Example Mission Task Evaluation Maneuver:
The Pirouette
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Testing the Upgraded CH-47 Digital Flight Control System
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Summary and Lessons Learned
• Formalized evaluation maneuvers complement individual rotorcraft 
performance criteria
• Carefully design evaluation maneuvers to address critical aspects of 
expected (and unexpected) mission environment
• Visual conditions
• Winds/gusts
• Operational environment
• System failures
• Operating condition
• Maneuvers must be repeatable and include clearly defined performance 
boundaries
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